Film Style Comes to TBS Playoff Series Monday Night 10/9/17

This rack focus suggests because not legible within the same frame a distance, a
separation between Cub fans and this former Chicago White Sox pitcher.

If you search University catalogues, particularly English Departments, an odd
“coincidence” emerges: the majority of film scholars are also hermeneuts of sacred texts.
In addition to analyses of film style and other cultural studies, I’ve publish a midrashic
reading of biblical circumcision, “Call It Magic Surgery: Possessing Members,
Possessing Texts,” “Figura Preserves: History (in) Ajar," where I pit the brilliant but
limited Eric Auerbach against the Yahweh-inspired St. Augustine, and forthcoming is
my “`Who Told Thee That Thou Wast Naked?’ Troubling Nakedness and Knowing in
the Tanakh, New Testament, and the Qur’an.”
And so here we are with 1988’s The Last Temptation of Christ based on Nikos
Kazantzakis 1955 novel The Last Temptation of Christ a film written by Paul Schrader
and started by Marty in 1983 but cancelled by Paramount due to an uproar from “the
moral majority”

The dominant cinematic trope in this film not surprisingly is the GOD SHOT
“A God Shot or extreme high angle shot is so named because it often approximates a
near impossible perspective of elevation available only to a supreme being. The shot
usually confers some sort of moral judgment and, particularly in Hitchcock, foreshadows
the death of the subject within the frame.”

the God Shot used throughout-here the Temple of moneychangers

[ride to Calvary]

the bloody temple on Sabbath

Jesus whipped by Roman soldiers

carrying the cross through the marketplace

The book and film confronts the conundrum of Christianity that posits Christ as both
fully human and fully divine as the Catechism says
Marty drew out 4-500 shots ahead of time—classic storyboard a la Hitchcock
Primitive drawings
Marty-the camera was [at times] constantly moving I think it was to create this unsettled
feeling, that he could be picked out of the crowd at any second, you know, no peace

Jesus carries the cross in slo mo
“Slow motion or over cranking is so called because more than 24 frames per second—
the ideal, standardized speed at which to capture the illusion of movement—are recorded
by the camera so that when they are projected back at 24 frames per second (each frame
exposed twice per second), the movement appears slower than real time since there are
additional frames. The common effect of slow motion is a dream-like experience and
often it allows the viewer to savor the moment.”
Marty: Taken from Bosch

As Jesus is raised, Marty/Michael Balhaus gives us a lens flare.

“Lens flare refers to a phenomenon wherein light is scattered or
flared in a lens system, often in response to a bright light, producing
an undesirable effect on the image. This happens through
unintentional image formation mechanisms, such as internal
reflection and scattering from material imperfections in the lens.”
Of course nothing is unintentional w Marty—he breaks the 4th wall here.
“fourth wall-In the theater the fourth wall is that invisible line between actors and
audience. Everything that happens behind that imaginary line is virtually real for the
duration of the performance. It is the social convention we all accept as explained by
Coleridge’s dictum: “the willing suspension of disbelief.” In traditional proscenium arch
theatrical productions, that line is never to be crossed in order to maintain the illusion that
what happens behind it, on stage, is “real.” Out of a fear of breaking this “fictive reality,”
one of the cardinal rules of stage acting prohibits the actor from looking directly into the
eyes of the audience members, and film acting continues that tradition by forbidding
direct eye contact with the camera.”

(jump cut) “calls attention to the fact that one is watching a film because it disrupts the
continuity of either time or space or both. An image unexpectedly appears, disappears or
the mise en scene is altered by time, jerking the audience out of the habitual reality the
film has constructed thus far.”
“In Volker Schlondorff’s film of Death of a Salesman (1985), he and his
cinematographer Michael Ballhaus break the fourth wall with a stylized crane shot.”
“Are You Talkin’ To Me?”
“But the most outrageous of all stylistic flourishes occurs very near the middle of the
film, its turning point, when Travis addresses his image in the mirror, first feigning a
confrontation with an absent combatee ("Are you talkin' to me?"), but then presenting
himself to himself and to the audience. He momentarily steps outside his "character" as
Travis Bickle to direct and narrate himself, delivering lines a la James Cagney: "Listen you
fuckers, you screwheads. Here's a man who would not take it anymore . . . Here is someone
who stood up. Here is . . .” And here we are presented with the scene taken twice and are
challenged to make sense of it. The second take is inserted with a jump cut. What such a
stylistic device expresses depends of course on its context. It is the only jump cut in the
film, the only acknowledged double take and must therefore express something contextually
specific to this scene in this film rather than something as general as the French New Wave
film maker Godard's Brechtian attempt at mimesis. Coming as it does near the middle of
the film, this jump-cut double-take in front of the mirror has a mise-en-abyme effect as if the
film was folding in on itself, reflecting upon itself, and at its center a vortex of lost footage
(the jump-cut) and an uncanny doubling (the double-take) a la Vertigo.” Michael Chapman
cinematographer

Internal framing

Fig. 11 A highly stylized deep focus shot aestheticizes with both shadow and halo, reprised in The
Searchers

Cocks-always reminded me of the Searchers us city kids in the desert as if Jesus just
survived an Indian attack

Lazarus’ tomb internal frame and smell—not Hammer film visual
Says the only thing he regrets in his career is that he was only able to make The Last
Temptation of Christ (1988) on a small budget although he imagined it to be a grand
version.

Marty-always wanted to make a life of Christ movie original idea b&w cinema verite
then saw in film school Pasolini’s great The Gospel According to St. Matthew 1964
Paramount cancelled moral majority 1983
Paul Schrader (Calvinist) affinity with Catholic Marty
90 page script of Kazantzakis’ complex novel

Schrader: God the headache, god is love, god the sword, god the lamb
Tried to winnow it down to about 50 things that happed—most movies 45-50 aside from
entrances/exits
The story is essentially a triangle: Jesus, the Magdalene, and Judas
Marty-the "The Hound of Heaven" is a 182-line poem written by English poet Francis
Thompson
Schrader: To use Jesus as a metaphor for the human condition is a form of blasphemy—
not as most detractors would have it
The conundrum of Christianity posits Christ as both fully human and fully divine “as the
Catechism says”
both/and
Council of Nicene convened to address this inherent heresy
Dafoe-we tend to cheat and concentrate only on the divine rather than make him
approachable . . I don’t know how to play divine anyway, except backlight you, you
wash your hair everyday, and have a celestial chorus on the soundtrack
Marty: 1972 I made an exploitation film for Roger Corman 24 shooting schedule first
time w budget etc-a very important picture for me to study and get through
Drawing out 4-500 shot ahead of time—classic storyboard a la Hitchcock
Primitive drawings
Barbra Hershey and David Carradine screened for the cast Who’s That Knocking saw it
as a very Catholic movie-Hershey recommends Kazantzakis although he remembers it
being recommended at NYU film school in the 60s
These flapping wings God as a bird of prey sinking his claws into Jesus’ brain
You see it in the very first shot of the film from the birds pov wings flapping through the
trees
It took me a long time to read the book-I wasn’t a very good reader back in 1972. I come
from a lower, working class Roman Catholic family and there were no books in my house
There was the Daily New & Mirror newspapers my parents never finished grammar
school he quit at the age of 9 to go to work
The main conduit to the outside world was images, TV, movies on TV, movies in the
movie theater-the visual literacy was building up while the verbal literacy was very
difficult to get through

I did a lot of research Biblical Archeology Review and others
In the book too convenient that Mary becomes a prostitute because Jesus rejected her
Jay Cocks-used Cassavettes Robert Blossom Shadows actor unorthodox hell for leather
handmade approach for this film (can’t find credit)
Marty: He closes his eyes and we did that fade in the camera
They were not done optically (in the editing studio) we did it like a silent film . . . almost
Jesus confesses to fellow monk-doubts, guilt
Those who think of Jesus as always confident, knowing every step-fine if that works for
you-there’s a lot for whom it doesn’t
Small budget
Religious epics You’d sit in the theater stereophonic sound everyone pretty much had a
British accent
Ben Hur, The Robe the first Cinemascope and Nicholas Ray’s The King of Kings
I always wanted to make one of those—but by the time I made this I knew the minute the
audience heard British accents that knew they would be safe, they could turn off, it’s just
a Biblical epic. Here they hear the voice of Keitel
Not Aramaic, King James dated
Like they spoke on the street-American
Through in some out place phrases [to make it biblical]
Small realistic crowds people walked
Howard Hawks’ Land of the Pharaohs—not a cast of thousands like in Quo Vadis

Hand held camera sermon on the mount
Cocks: a little revival preacher from Willy (Dafoe)
Lap dissolves of men on camels
Men walking
Acting styles Dafoe-finished—Keitel explore
Barbara Hershey, Harry Dean Stanton all have different approaches all had to be
corralled together in 55 days of shooting
We had no crane, we had a little jib arm, a “panther” it’s called
“In cinematography, a jib is a boom device with a camera on one end, and a
counterweight and camera controls on the other.[1] It operates like a see-saw, but with the

balance point located close to the counterweight, so that the camera end of the arm can
move through an extended arc. A jib permits the camera to be moved vertically,
horizontally, or a combination of the two. A jib is often mounted on a tripod or similar
support.” Wiki
Jesus and Judas sleeping in the olive grove
Andre Gregory’s John the Baptist self flagellation, nudity taking religious fervor in a
sexual [and masochistic] direction Catholic Church “frowns upon”
Cocks: Marty was kind of an historical religious instructor this was the way people were
baptized at the time
I did a lot of research and as a journalist I wanted things immediate, but I knew I could
never approach Marty’s understanding this is his most personal and naked film
Marty: I grew up trying to balance the Christian teaching and the law of the street and it’s
very hard to do (laughs)
I’ve said to friends I’ve always wanted to do spiritual films but religion gets is the way

Cocks: This is not a great animatronic figure, it’s not a muppet, it’s not a CGI effect—it’s
just an animal!

Marty: I loved biblical epics, drew picture s of ancient Rome as a kid, but what was
missing was humor-40 days/night no eating a thing walks by it’s going to talk to you!
Humor is part of being human. We try not to force it.

Tower of flame Satan Marty and Peeping Tom (Michael Powell 1960) \ author Leo
Marks voices combined—Satan is many

Schrader: not in the book Jesus pulls out his heart. I put it in there to show that these
people the miraculous was part of their day to day life

Bodies emerge faith healing resurrection
Dafoe I think the limitations of budget and time kept us rooted . . .scale
No trailers, long hours, lots of walking
We shot ten minutes outside of Marrakesh-no tv aerials—people w donkeys—it looked
4,000 years old

Lazarus’ hand-Jesus now recognizes his power he’s been fighting
Marty: Dostoevsky on capitol punishment it is the worst because it is ordained-you know
its coming in a battle you have a chance
Schaefer: Christianity is a blood cult-Judaism sacrifice-Christianity makes blood as
symbolic
blood washes sins-

52 days $7 million salaries, hardware

Jesus says to Judas I have the easier job-you have to betray me out of love to make me a
martyr and the Messiah-Judas not jealous or want 30 pieces of silver, that’s a plot device

Schrader-Wilhem, once you get over he’s not as Semitic as he should be, it’s an
extraordinary performance

You write scenes—will they play-DeNiro “no” to Raging Bull scene
Garden of Gesetheme-take this cup away
Audience way ahead—like Hamlet to be or not to be-how make fresh?
Originally written for DeNiro but he didn’t want it—“Nobody will believe me in a sheet”
Schrader-writing ideas, themes no matter the casting-not painting pictures as a directortow different parts of the brain
Marty-the camera was constantly moving I think it was to create this unsettled feeling,
that he could be picked out of the crowd at any second, you know, no peace
My parish priest who I grew up with has seen my pictures throughout the years and has
said `they’re two much Good Friday and not enough Easter Sunday!’
David Bowie-rehearsed a day-shot the next
William Wyler and writers of Ben Hur-the Jewish characters had American accents and
the Romans had British just for a change in accent

you know a rubber rocks about to hit you in the head and you can’t blink

Satan young girl from London casting via videotape

Schrader: I come from a background of theological argument, but saying Jesus may have
experienced lust (human side) and seeing it are two different things—the power of
seeing!

Cocks: while we knew it was going to surprise some, we have no notion of the
vehemence of the reaction
Schrader: You have to understand that the people who attacked the film didn’t see the
film, which is understandable since they were attacking the idea of the film. There was
never an attack on the film without an appeal for money.
I know lots of priests who love this film and lots who hate it . . . it’s a discussion
Let other people see, maybe it’ll spark something, I know people who it helped get
through a bad time, whatever . . . I didn’t think it would be such a controversy. I work in
a vacuum. Even today I read very few newspapers, I don’t see new films that much; I
kind of work by myself….It isn’t that you make a film like this with love—it is love!
Most of the films I’ve made over the last 25 years I’ve loved. Some I’ve just been like an
old fashioned director—I would’ve loved to have been an old fashioned director—but
I’m very disappointed that a very small percentage of people in America were able to
skew it in such a way that a lot of people refused to see the film. And that a place like

Blockbuster Video to this day does not stack this film in its racks! In this country you’re
supposed to be allowed to say what you wanna say, it’s a free country to do that,but they
didn’t allow me to do that. What they did by being so vociferous about it, and so loud,
and so strident about it was to make people afraid to go to a theater to see it. In other
parts of the world it happened, but it’s not part of the American system. It’s a little
different. In France it was probably the worst. Theaters were bombed as I understand
from extreme right wing groups . . . This is not France, this is America. It’s a pity that
they were able to hold back distribution of the picture and that sort of thing.
The Levirate marriage Mary and MaryAnn Martha
Satan: There’s only one woman in the world
Cocks-Saw it’s opening w my wife at the Ziegfeld Theater in NYC-airport security
Guy in front of me left his seat and a package for 5-10 minute I was paranoid-returned, he
got back into the movie—at the end the film it received a standing ovation-only time I’ve
seen a paying crowd, non-premiere invitation only audience do that—stand for a movie—
it was one of the greatest experiences of my life. I felt that I gave a fair amount to the
movie, but I knew that this was the heart and the soul of my best friend, and I felt with
that one reception, he’d been vindicated.
Called Marty who was in a dubbing session, told him the reaction—he was so worried at
that point, and under such public pressure and scrutiny and threat, as we began to realize,
physical threat, that when I told him that the audience stood and applauded for the film,
he made me repeat what I’d said five or six times. He could hear me but he couldn’t
absorb, and once absorbed, he couldn’t believe it. And after all was said, after Marty
spent the next year with bodyguards, and bomb threats, and people opening his mail, I
hope it doesn’t sound too glib to say, that that one moment of standing, of reconfirmation,
made all the doubt, all the pressure, all the commercial uncertainty, all the protest, it
made everything worthwhile.
St Paul Harry Dean Stanton-an echo of John Ford Who Shot Liberty Vallance (62) print
the legend not the man
Schrader: Paul slapped the Greeks Gods sometimes coming down and playing with the
mortals onto the Judaic monotheism and a democratic principle and it caught on like
wildfire

Cocks Konzantzakis saw the ultimate temptation for God would be the earthly life we all
take for granted
Cocks-we thought that having Judas be the backbone of Jesus and Christianity would be
the most controversial, but in fact the sensuality took over
The little British angel becomes flames

Schrader had the original Arab boy sprout wings, Marty tried a death muppett but it look
like Bela Lugosi with the Bowery Boys Spooks on the Loose
The guy at Paramount in 1983 asked why do you want to make this picture and I said I
want to get to know Jesus better and I kind of smiled
The experience I had to go through changed my life. Having the plug pulled on a picture
Hollywood’s different since then, it’s gone a different way with special effects movies
and such

